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PLAYMATE PETS - TABBY CAT, GOLDEN PUP, TUXEDO CAT

Playmate Pets are designed to bring comfort, companionship and fun to elder loved ones. With realistic fur, pet-like sounds & sensors that respond
to petting and hugs with familiar pet-like actions. Therapy pets are calming, soothing and bring the person back to a time in their life when they felt
useful and had a sense of purpose. Alzheimer’s pet therapy helps patients escape from a world where someone is always caring for them.

0604-002 TABBY

0604-003 GOLDEN PUP

0604-001 TUXEDO

"SOMEONE TO LOVE" THERAPY DOLLS

Therapy dolls have a remarkable effect on men & women in the middle and later stages of Alzheimer's disease. They are calming, soothing
and bring the person back to a time in their life when they felt useful and had a sense of purpose; when caring for a young family member
was the #1 priority. Alzheimer’s doll therapy helps patients escape from a world where someone is always caring for them.

C799 JIMMY

509 WILLIAM

C801 CAROLYN

NEWBORN DOLLS

Our Newborn Dolls are dressed in a beautiful pink or blue knit set, or a newborn diaper. Our Newborn Doll features delightful expressions, are
between 14” - 15”, all-vinyl anatomically correct with moveable arms, legs and head. Made completely out of vinyl for easy care.

C790 MICHAEL

C789 SARAH

C796 BABY KIM

C793 AMARA

C797 BABY KEN
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BRIGHTLY COLOURED CUPS, PLATES SPUR FOOD & BEVERAGE CONSUMPTION
IN ADVANCED ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Almost 40% of Alzheimer’s patients experience significant weight loss. A study out of Boston University suggests that the weight loss is due
in part to the loss of the ability to distinguish contrast between colors.People with Alzheimer’s are not able to distinguish light colored food
and drink on or in typically light colored tableware. When using tableware that offered a high contrast to the food and drink (i.e.: bright red
and bright blue), researchers noticed that the participants in the study increased their food intake by 24% and liquid intake by 84%.

DIAL-LESS PHONE

RED ELONGATED CLOSED FRONT
TOILET SEAT

The dial-less phone lets your loved one
receive calls, but not call out. This dial-less
table top telephone serves as a safety
feature to ensure that the individual will not
make calls to unknown callers.
0077-2 DIAL-LESS TELEPHONE RED
0077-1 DIAL-LESS TELEPHONE BEIGE

This RED Elongated Closed Front Toilet Seat
is made from plastic, which is smooth, easy
to clean and long lasting.
C902 RED TOILET SEAT

SIMPLE TV REMOTE
FOR SENIORS

DELUXE RED TABLEWARE SET

Easy and comfortable to grip, our straight
cutlery with comfort grips has been
combined with a 9”inner lip plate and our
10oz clear double handled mug with mouth
piece lid to make this tableware set an
excellent combination for mealtime
independence.
5RTD

MOBILE ACTIVITY CART

Our simple and senior friendly
remote control is just that
simple! It features 5 buttons
for favorite channels and an
up/down channel surfing button. The remaining 3 buttons
serve simple, easy to
understand functions:
volume, on-off & mute.

0036

• 45”L x 20”W x 28”H
• Storage Bin: 10” x 15”
• 4 Casters -2 locking
• Cart is made from PVC so it cleans easily
MAC 45

PILL DISPENSER

The Med-e-lert pill dispenser has 28 compartments sized for 18
aspirin sized pills and has a 20% larger compartment size than
other automatic pill dispensers. Its portable and ideal for
in-home use or by caregivers in an assisted living facility.
An alarm rings for 30 minutes or until pills are dispensed and it
can be set up for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 times daily with six dosage
rings and the GMS has a loud alarm with a blinking light.
0031

MOTION SENSOR
Turns off the alarm only when you
tip your pills out to take them.
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DOOR BARRIER

Controls wandering and directs confused people away from unsafe areas.

DOOR BARRIER SIGN - ALARM 30”-42”
C444

DOOR BARRIER SIGN- MAGNETIC 51”
C136

DOOR BARRIER SIGN- TRIANGULAR UP TO 60”

134

DOOR BARRIER SIGN- RETRACTABLE 96”
C236

DOOR BARRIER SIGN-VELCRO 48”
C219
CONFOUNDING DOOR
LOCK
Requires no key and
does not look like a lock.
It opens by pulling and
rotating the door-jamming
"blocker" out of the way
of an in-swinging door.
Caregivers can unlock the confounding door
lock easily, but persons with dementia (who
do not know the trick).
C247

WANDER-GUARD DOOR MONITOR
When a monitored door is opened the transmitter sends a signal to the receiver/alarm that
monitor that plugs into any standard AC wall outlet in your bedroom, kitchen, den, etc .
with a dingdong sound telling you that the door has been opened. Multiple chime options.
0067
Door Transmitter

Receiver Alarm

MOBILE MOTION SENSOR PAGER SYSTEM

This system comes complete with one motion sensor and one pager. This Mobile Motion Sensor Pager System alerts the caregiver wearing
the pager that the resident has interrupted the motion sensor’s infrared field, as long as they are within 300 feet of each other.
The motion sensor may be mounted next to a bed or by a doorway to indicate when a resident is exiting.
C244
Sensor placed at bedside

PLUGGIN MOTION SENSOR PAGER SYSTEM

Sensor placed at doorway

Sends signal to pager

This system comes complete with one motion sensor and one receiver alarm. This Standard Motion Sensor System alerts the caregiver
through the receiver alarm that the resident has interrupted the motion sensor’s infrared field, as long as they are within 300 feet of each
other. The motion sensor may be mounted next to a bed or by a doorway to indicate when a resident is exiting.
C650
Sends signal to receiver alarm
Sensor placed at bedside
Sensor placed at doorway
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DEMENTIA 2-1 DAY CLOCK w/REMINDER ASSISTANCE

The design features a simple and clear display showing the time of
day as either morning, afternoon, evening or night, OR showing the
day, time of day, time and date. Our clock is for people living with
dementia or memory loss. Can set up to 5 Alarm Reminders.
0045

MEMORY PICTURE PHONE

This Large Button Corded Picture
Phone with amplification will
ensure that the person in your life
with Alzheimer's or Dementia can
connect with you immediately!
You can set it so that the user
only has to push the photo of the
person they would like to call and
the phone will dial out to the voice
on the other end of this Memory
Picture Phone

alzstore@shaw.ca

REMINDER ROSIE - VOICE ALARM CLOCK

This twenty-five alarm voice-control reminder clock is the new
cutting edge product in keeping the patient independent longer!
The caregiver can record messages to be played at preset times
in their own voice and in multiple language options.
0044

PHOTO PHONE

To reach a family member,
caregiver, doctor or 911 simply use the photo buttons
or use the extra large keypad
numbers to dial. Our Photo
Phone has a 3-level ringer
volume, flashing incoming call
light -plus- an adjustable
earpiece that has 4 volume
levels.

0030

DAY OF THE WEEK CLOCK
Any clock can tell you the time, but a Day of
the Week Clock also tells you what day it is.
The patented design divides the face of the
clock into 7 equal pie shaped sections, one for
each day of the week. The day hand moves
continuously making a complete revolution
every 168 hours or once a week.
292

CAMOUFLAGE DOOR MURAL
These high resolution, full color door murals camouflage
the door, making it appear to be a set of shelves, rather
than an exit door. Size 3’-0” x 6’-8” Attaches with peel off
adhesive. C301

DAY AND NIGHT CLOCK
Seniors and patients with dementia
sometimes have difficulty differentiating
between the different times of day. A clock
might say 7 o’clock, but the patient might not
know whether that is 7 in the morning or 7 in
the evening, and Alzheimer’s patients
frequently have difficulty reading the
numbers on digital clocks. To combat these
difficulties, clocks for Alzheimer’s patients
have to overcome several potential causes of
confusion. A day and night clock can solve
that confusion.
H006

PLEASE EMAIL
US FOR A
COMPLETE
LIST OF
MURALS
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LET’S CHANGE HOW SENIORS PLAY!

REA - Resident Engagement Activities
SALE
$4995.00
While quantities last.
Regular price
$6995.00

Help seniors stimulate their imagination, creativity, and happiness
with an interactive play experience. Using our REA Console, seniors
can have a chance to explore lights and motion and rediscover
positive memories and feelings that have long been forgotten.
Technology offers an opportunity to promote well-being and
re-engage with seniors who may be feeling cut off from the world
and their own memories. It brings it all back into full colour via
interactive play, based on sound principles.
The activities work on several levels and support seniors in improving
cognitive skills through play that promotes hand-eye coordination,
interaction, and stimulation of the senses. It does this while helping
to promote a sense of connection and community within a safe and
fun game that utilizes the senses to activate the mind.

REA
Stand

REA
desktop version

The touchscreen REA console has 50 different activities for
seniors to explore and to discover.

INTEGRATED LIFE SKILLS - The desire to engage and contribute
socially remains for seniors who can feel isolated due to dementia.
Activities include:
‘Sending’ Cards and Gifts
Grocery Shopping
Lighting the Birthday Cake

Hardware Shopping
Scratching Lottery Tickets
Interacting with the Cat and Dog

ARTISTIC IMPRESSION - Having dementia can feel limiting and
stressful, while art offers an opportunity for expression in which there
is no wrong or forgotten answer.
Activities include:
Pottery

Revealing Artwork

SENSORY STIMULATION - When reasoning and language see a
decline, the senses remain. Hearing, sight, taste, touch, and smell can
be used to interact and connect with these seniors for their
psychological well-being.

CONTACT US FOR A
FREE TRIAL

Activities include:
Starting the Fireworks
Magic Light

Magic Star

REMINISCENCE THERAPY - Reminiscence is about triggering
memories and telling stories from the past.
Activities include:
Photo Album

Memory Board

REA Resident Engagement Activities
6
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INCLUDES

230 PRE-INSTALLED
CLASSIC OLDIES
FROM THE
50’S, 60’S,
& 70’S!
SINGMEDIX MUSIC PLAYER

MUSIC & RADIO PLAYER

The beneficial effects of music for people with dementia are quite
outstanding; both for improving the quality of life, especially when
living alone, and for its healthy restorative effects on cognizance
and lucidity. A recurring problem however, has been the difficulties
people with dementia face when trying to operate modern music
playing equipment. Our Simple Music Player is designed for easy
use! Lift the lid, the music starts. Close the lid and it stops.

Includes USB stick pre-loaded with 75 Classic Oldies. Easily switch to
radio mode by moving top switch to ‘radio’ on the top of the unit.
Music can be added/removed from the USB stick
(hidden in a compartment in the back of the unit).

2115

2125

RAINMAKER

PRISM PROJECTOR

• See-through container lets clients hear and
see colorful beads making music
• Helps clients focus when attention is
otherwise hard to capture
• Measures 16”L

• Plastic dome rotates, creating moving
• kaleidoscope of red, blue and green shapes
on walls & ceilings
• Uses 3 “AA” batteries (not included)
• Measures 3-1/2” x 3” in diameter

RM-16

PP-100

BELL BALLS (SET OF 3)

WRIST RIBBONS

• Fun to throw, roll and pass around.
• Internal jingle bells makeThe auditory
stimulation gets more folks involved.

Adaptable for Clients with limited grasp
capabilities. Great for visual tracking and
holding attention. Package of 6.

BB-3

C558

TACTILE LAB
• Explore with ‘hands only’ with our tactile lab
• Place items of varying textures inside to explore the touch sense.
• Comes with 10 tactile Items
• Easily add your own tactile items

T-LAB
7
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EASY GRIP VERTICAL PUZZLES
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EASY GRIP PUZZLES

Big, chunky pieces are easy to grasp and are tear and moisture
resistant for durability. Features bright, beautiful, and whimsical
images printed on soft, 3/8”thick foam. Puzzle images will vary
based on product availablility.

Big, chunky pieces are easy to grasp and are tear and moisture
resistant for durability. Features bright, beautiful, and
whimsical images printed on soft, 3/8”thick foam. Puzzle images will
vary based on product availablility.

C556B
C556H
C556I
C556J

C556D
C556K
C556L
C556M

FLOWER & ELEPHANT
TURTLE & BIKE
NORTHERN LIGHTS SKY & KITTENS
TURTLE, BIKE, SKY & CAT

SHIP AND DRINKS
FLOWER & DOG
WINDMILL & LIGHTHOUSE
FLOWER, DOG, WINDMILL & LIGHTHOUSE

AQUAPAINTINGS

EASY GRIP MATCHING GAMES

Aquapaintings are a unique, reusable painting activity! Water and a
paintbrush are all that's required. With a paintbrush, simply apply
water to the sheet and see the image instantly appear. Once finished,
you can use the image to facilitate conversation. Dries clear and is
reusable! Comes with a paintbrush.
Size 8” x 11”.

Just find the two halves & match them together. Great for one
on ones or small groups. Includes 40 large-print tiles, an answer
sheet, and storage bag.

Nature Series
By The Sea
6/pkg
C557A

Nature Series
In The Wild
6/pkg
C557B

Song Lyrics
C560

Food Pairs
C563

Famous Couples
C562

Sayings
C561

DRY ERASE PICTURE CROSSWORDS

DESIGN A QUILT PATTERN

Stimulate your brain with a classic game of
Word Search! Includes 20 Word Searches in
large font. Book Size: 8.5” x 11”.
Dry Erase Marker Included

Picture Crosswords makes solving crosswords
easy and fun. Solve the crossword with
Picture clues. Book Includes 20 Crosswords.
Book Size: 8.5” x 11”.
Dry Erase Marker Included

Place the 17” mat on the table. Choose 16
quilt pattern cards and design a quilt pattern.

DEWS

DEPC

DRY ERASE WORD SEARCH

One mat and 64 design cards

DAQP
8
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MEMORY GAME

MATCH IT-VINTAGE

FINISH THE SEQUENCE

The object of the activity is to remember
the image(s) on the first page and then find
the image(s) on the next page. Images
become more challenging through the
book.

Match It Vintage is played using the 6
control mats and a set of 36 vintage image
cards. Match the card on the mat to the
corresponding cards.

C407

C401

Our Finish The Sequence activity is
specifically designed to start out easy and
increase in difficulty as you move through
the activity. This activity will give your short
term memory a good workout! Reusable!
Dry-Erase Marker Included.
C410

MATCH IT
THINGS THAT GO TOGETHER

DRAW THE PATTERN

‘Bread & Butter’.... ‘Peas & Carrots’ are
common pairs of Things That Go Together.
Match cards to mats. 36 cards and 6 mats

The dots are large enough for most visually
impaired persons to see. The best part - It
wipes clean and can be used over and over
again. Uses hand-eye coordination skills.
25 different patterns.
Dry Erase Marker Included
C404

The Sort It Game starts by choosing a
blank board, and choosing to sort by one
of three categories: Objects, Colors, or
Shapes. 3 boards and 36 cards.

FINISH THE PHRASE

MATCH IT COLORS & SHAPES

C406

DAILY SEQUENCING GAME

SORT IT

C411

Introduce our Daily Activities Sequencing
Game to your resident or your loved one
and help to remind them to understand the
logical order of events.

Finishing famous sayings or proverbs can
be a fun activity for those in the mild and
middle stages of memory loss. Reusable.
Dry Erase Marker Included.

The object of the activity is to match
each object card with its corresponding
object located on the mat matching
both colour and size.

C402

C430

C430
9
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PACKING FOR A TRIP

REMINISCENCE
“I HAVE IT” GAME
Deal four cards to each player face
up. The leader then turns over the
large card on their deck - When a
horse is called (for example) and a
player has a horse in their hand,
they turn their card over, face
down. As soon as a player matches and turns over all four of their
cards, they say, “I Have It!”. Game

Place the 32 ’Packing For A Trip’ cards on the table.
Each mat contains 8 items to find. Check the item off the
dry erase packing list when you find it. Up to 4 people can
play. Includes 4 Packing Lists for Different Trip & 32 Item
Cards. Dry Erase marker included.

Includes 80 Images on
40 Double-Sided Large Cards
and 80, 4”x6” Player Cards.

IHI

C412

BOWLING RING TOSS

JUMBO WORD CROSS

• Players earn a point for each pin they
encircle.
• The larger ring scores a strike.
• The smaller ring picks up a spare!

• Includes 104 self-standing foam letter
• Vinyl playing mat that is almost 4’ square
• Tiles measure 7/16” thick x 3” square
For 2 to 4 players

• A fun way to hone hand-eye-coordination
• Includes the 50” inflatable target, 6
beanbags, instructions and a repair patch

BRT-100

JWC-100

WOFITG-100

TOWER TOSS

MAGNETIC BINGO

Our jumbo, hard-to-miss version of the
classic. Inflatable Ring Toss Game with
oversized PVC pieces.

•
•

Hang the target from adjustable straps.
Aim at the different sized holes in the
target.
The player with the highest point score
wins!

• Cards are slightly weighted, have a thin
metallic layer to help the 1” magnetic
foam chips stay put
• Large numbers on the cards make play
easier for those with visual disabilities
• 25 big easy-read bingo cards and 250
magnetic bingo chips

C441

T-TOSS

MB-125

JUMBO INFLATABLE RING TOSS

10

WHEEL OF FUN INFLATABLE TOSS
GAME
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COLOUR A QUILT
• Each resident designs and decorates a square.
• Combine the personal created squares into one collaborative project.
• Includes 25 blank fabric 8” squares and assorted multicolored rattail cords
for tying the squares together to create 1 quilt.
• Assembled quilt 40” x 40”.
• Decorating fabric markers included & corner ties included.
CQ-100 $149.95

JUMBO INFLATABLE DICE

SWATTERS - 6/PKG

TARGET TOSS

Pair of super-sized inflatable dice with black
spots. Can be used indoors or outdoors.

Swat away the "same old" activity blues!
Add fun and whimsy to a favorite activity!
Blast batting balloons back and forth. Valuable
assistance for those with limited mobility.

A fun eye-hand coordination game. The
target includes 6 large beanbags in different
colors. Printed on heavy-duty 4' x 5' vinyl mat.
Rolls up for easy storage. Design may vary.

C559

C560

C443

GROCERY SHOPPING

HARVEST ACTIVITY

TOOL SHOPPING

Place the 32 grocery cards on the table. Sort
through the cards and check the item off the
dry erase grocery shopping list when you find
the correct card. Up to 4 people can play.
Dry Erase marker included.

Place the 32 harvest cards on the table. Sort
through the cards and check the item off
the dry erase harvest list when you find the
correct card. Up to 4 people can play.
Dry Erase marker included

Place the 32 tool cards on the table. Sort
through the cards and check the item off the
dry erase tool shopping list when you find the
correct card. Up to 4 people can play.
Dry Erase marker included.

C408

C420

409

EXPRESSION CARDS

REMINISCENCE CONVERSATION CARDS
The old-style, vivid illustrations have been chosen to reflect life from memorable
periods, in a positive way, and are designed to start a conversation!
80 Reminiscence Images, size 6” X 4”

Diverse Senior Faces, Activities, & Families.
Use the cards in a receptive matching game, in a
role-play guessing game, or in discussions to enhance
perspective taking, to determine how someone is
feeling. 80 Expression Images, size 6” x 4”

C745

C744
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34” LONG JUMBO CRIB FOAM
BOARD

EXTRA LARGE 2-IN-1 FOUR IN A ROW
& CHECKERS GAME

•

Two games in one! Four in a Row & Checkers.
Includes game board, 42 large, easy-to-grip
durable molded pieces, and fabric checker
board. Extra Large plastic game board is
20-5/8” x 16-7/8”.

•
•
•
•

Large & sturdy, yet lightweight with
jumbo EVA foam board
Perfect for those who have difficulty
with fine-motor movements and
grasping, or with poor vision
Board comes in 2 durable pieces
Board measures 34”L x 14-5/8”W x 1”

alzstore@shaw.ca
EASY GRIP PEG-A-DESIGN
This exciting new manipulative activity is
perfect for rigid fingers. Use the easy-grip
peg to make any design. Comes with 180
pegs in 8 different colours.

LJCFB-34

C437

C436

EASY GRIP SOFT HORSESHOES SET

SENSORY CYLINDER

POUNDING BOARD

A safe alternative of the classic game.
The shoes are oversized to make scoring easy
for all participants. Comes with 4 lightweight
foam shoes and 2 foam stakes with bases.
Shoes measure 8-1/8”L x 7-1/4”W x 1”H
Stakes measure 7-3/4”H x 1.78”W

A sensory activity like no other! Literally
filled with small movement challenges!
Inflatable cylinder is clear with 4 dividers
inside. Rotate to work 3 jingle balls through
holes on each level.

A great activity to relieve stress!
Pound the shapes using the wooden tees
through their holes with the included
wooden hammer.

C442

JUMBO COLOR DOMINOES
Ideal for developing position in space,
figure/ground, eye-hand coordination,
color discrimination. Each measures
4-3/8” x 2-1/4” and there are 28 in total.
C564

C440
PB-100

CREATIVE SCENES™

REMINISCE & COLOUR FOR MEN

This Tool Shed Creative Scenes™ set helps
people to create their own tool shed using
a set of magnetic pieces that are made
from plastic. Each magnetic tool shape
can be picked up and placed on the
background wherever they choose,
creating their very own tool shed.
C837

This colouring books includes 100 Images
reminiscent of the past.
Includes pencil crayons.

12

8.5” x 11”
CB-MEN
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PLUMBERS PIPES DESIGN SET

Place the large mat on a table then select a product card. Find the
image on the mat that matches the image on the card.
Measure the image with the tape measure. Write the
measurements on the card then select another card. Continue
the process until you have measured all the products on the mat.
Comes with dry erase marker & measuring tape.

Plumbers Pipe Design Set is a great activity for the handyman or
woman. This set of pipes is fun and practical. The kit comes with
furniture-grade, sturdy fittings that easily assemble to create an
entire three-dimensional system. Easy to use, easy to clean!
Endless design possibilities! Includes 50 pieces and a toolbag.
Colours will vary.
C247

MIG

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY BOARD
WITH HANDLE
This therapy board brings everyday items
together in an appealing and portable
location. Develops hand control, muscle
strength and finger dexterity while improving
memory skills. Helps keep hands busy!
C702

ACTIVITY NUT & BOLT BOARD
Here is a great activity for seniors to develop
their fine motor skills as well as practicing
sorting: Bolt board can be used either
horizontally, vertically, or at a 45° angle.
Comes with screw driver, nuts and bolts.

Our 13 piece puzzles provide just the right
balance of challenge, interest and
engagement for people with dementia. The
large pieces are easy to handle and fit in the
box perfectly, creating a picture that brings
happy memories.

C738

C829

3 PART LOCKING PANEL
The 3 Part Activity Lock Panel, is a unique
fiddle toy and activity product that quickly
becomes a source of pride, fascination and
fun. Open and close, each with a different
lock, clasp or latch requiring different skills.
C775

13 PIECE PUZZLES

BALANCE THE MARBLE
Balance the marble through the maze from start to finish without going the wrong way.
It’s easy to learn, yet tricky to master! Great concentration and balance game. The
board weighs only 4 pounds and can also be placed on a flat table and turned into a
game using your fingers to push the marble through the maze.
C435
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SHAKE LOOSE A MEMORY GAME
The object of Shake Loose A Memory Game
is to keep as many cards as possible, but the
real goal is to talk about and recall
memories -- the game was designed for
people with Alzheimer’s.

alzstore@shaw.ca

TWIDDLE ACTIVITY MUFFS
An engaging, entertaining way to occupy the hands.
Within each muff is a soft ball for squeezing and the
outer is ideal tactile stimulation.
Beige Cat, Brown Cat, and Sport.

0339

0209-3

ACTIVITY APRON

0209-2

CALL TO MIND

The Activity Apron has multiple textures and
surfaces for tactile stimulation and dressing
skills. Multiple hand activities for improved
finger dexterity and hand-eye coordination.

A specially designed board game that helps
get to know and understand the thinking,
likes and dislikes of someone with
dementia. This tool also stimulates
memories and encourages conversations.

C221

H012

0209-1

TOSS ‘N TALK-ABOUT® ME BALL
Add Fitness and Fun to Reminiscing Sessions!
Covered with questions, quotes & positive
affirmations. Help residents open up and
express themselves. Perfect for one-on-one
sessions or group activities
.
C438

13 PIECE PUZZLE

ACTIVITY LAP PILLOW

CREATIVE SCENES™

Colourful, sensory stimulation activity pillows
were designed for people with Alzheimer’s
disease. Each offers tactile stations for
curious hands.

This Baking Creative Scenes™ set helps people
to create their own tool shed using a set of
magnetic pieces that are made from plastic.
Each magnetic tool shape can be picked up
and placed on the background wherever they
choose.

Our 13 piece puzzle provides just the right
balance of challenge, interest and
engagement for people with dementia. The
large pieces are easy to handle and fit in the
box perfectly, creating a picture that brings
happy memories.

C137

BAKING CUPBOARD C838

C831 LILY POND
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CUT THE VINTAGE COUPONS

ANIMAL AUDIO BINGO

Reminisce about the past with your favorite
brand back in the day with these coupons.
Cut these vintage coupons out of the 8.5” x
11” paper using safety scissors. 2 Different
Series of Coupons. 350 sheets per package.
Includes safety scissors.

This group activity can be used with up to 8
players, and a bingo caller to run the session.
The game couldn’t be simpler! The bingo
caller plays the different sounds on shuffle
whilst players put counters on the matching
image.

This colouring books includes 100 Images
reminiscent of the past.
Size: 8.5” x 11”.
Pencil crayons included.

CTVC

C830

CB-WOMEN

SOOTHING PAT MAT

alzstore@shaw.ca
REMINISCE & COLOUR FOR
WOMEN

LACE AND SPIN

PEG AND SPIN

Sensory stimulation that calms instantly.
Fill the Pat Mat with distilled warm water.
Soothe the aches of stiff, arthritic hands.
Add cool water to make a hot afternoon
more enjoyable.

Lace the top tray while spinning on a “Lazy
Susan” type device. Great for people who
have a hard time holding items. Laces are
included. 14” diameter.

Attach the peg clips to the appropriate color
based on the guide on the top of the board.
The “Lazy Susan” bottoms helps to spin the
board. Great for people who have a hard
time holding items. 14” diameter.

C566

LAS

PAS

RED MAGNETIC MAZE

BATHING BATH BABY STELLA 13”

SING-ALONG CD - VOLUME 1

Bring back the many benefits that bathing
a baby can bring! The bathing activity is
designed to take the person back to a time
in their life when they felt useful and had a
sense of purpose. Comes with a bathtub &
bathing towlette.

Test eye-hand coordination and visual
tracking. Also a fun way to challenge logical
thinking skills. Move the balls with the
attached magnetic wands. Up to 2 people
can play at a time.

Sing-along sessions that are perfectly tailored
for older groups. Sung by one of three singers
accompanied by piano and sung in low key so
elderly can join in. Produced by musical
therapists and professionally recorded.
Includes 30 familiar songs and lyric book.

C777 $

C567

C565
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www.alzstore.ca

1.888.258.6659

CLIP THE COLOUR

6 LACING ACTIVITY CARDS

Attach the peg clips to the appropriate color
based on the guide on the top of the board.

Designed for easy grasping, the jumbo 6”x8”
cards can also be used as story or
reminiscence starters and are made of a
durable plastic so they are easy to clean.

8 different patterns to follow with 16 pins.
PAC

alzstore@shaw.ca

FIDGET SLIDES - SET OF 10

• Slide the marble back and forth to soothe
fidgety nerves and fingers
• Helps to reduce stress, for those with
generalized anxiety disorder, dementia.
FSS-10

TONGS BALL MOVER

LACING SHOE

Move the ball from the slot to the circular
holes and back. Excellent hand activities
for improved finger dexterity and hand-eye
coordination. Have residents compete to
see who can finish the fastest!

An excellent tool for hand-eye coordination
and for keeping those hands busy! Can be
used on a table or on a lap. Made in Canada
C701

C4681

MATCH THE CUBES USING
TWEEZERS
Grip the cubes with the tweezers and place
them on the coloured chart. Comes with
12 designs, 32 cubes and easy-grip tweezers.
MTCUT

FIDGET TOY
Limitless creativity while fidgeting in the
palm of your hand. Playable Fidget Toy
unleashes the creativity of the memories
for skills not being used. One unit can make
many different shapes.
0206

LACING SHAPES ACTIVITY BOARDS

4 PIECE FIDGET SET

An excellent tool for hand-eye coordination
and for keeping those hands busy! Lacing
activities are a calming activity & can keep a
resident engaged independently.
Hand crafted in Canada.

• Squish Discs - Tactile and visual stimulation
sure to calm and soothe.
• Fidget Sliders - Slide the marble back and
forth to soothe fidgety nerves and fingers
• Fidget Toy - Remove the balls and attach
them again while creating designs.

C705

FS-4 $69.95

SIMPLE WEAVING BOARD
• Create different weaves/designs - No right or wrong designs - just simple creativity!
• 10 different weaving ribbons, come with mulitple colours.
• Helps with hand coordination and dexterity while inspiring to keep hands busy
while enjoying this relaxing activity.
SWB
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